The Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS) of (IV) framework, a consistent IV estimator canDeaton and Muellbauer has become the model not be constructed. My second theme is inof choice for many applied demand analysts. It spired by the recent work of Green and Alston is relatively easy to account for this popularity. (1990, 1991) who have advocated calculation The model is grounded in a well-structured of income and price elasticities specifically deanalytical framework, accommodates certain signed for the LAIDS model. I extend the types of aggregation, is apparently easy to esti-Green-Alston approach by developing some almate, and permits testing of the standard re-ternative LAIDS elasticities, but neither these strictions of classical demand theory. Although nor the Green-Alston elasticities are found to the model is intrinsically nonlinear, the linear-have any advantages over conventionally used ized version of AIDS (LAIDS) using the Stone formulae. As a byproduct of this investigation, share weighted price index is widely used to I also correct some errors in the 1990 Greensimplify the estimation process. The LAIDS Alston paper. The inconsistency and elasticity model is the focus of this paper.' I address two issues are addressed by an extensive Monte principal issues. First, the errors-in-variables Carlo investigation. implications of the Stone index linearization have never been properly scrutinized. I find that not only is the standard Seemingly Unre-Estimation lated Regressions (SUR) estimator inconsistent but, within the standard instrumental variable The AIDS model is defined by n Adolf Buse is professor of economics at the University of Alberta.
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Review coordinated by Steven Buccola. are given in Buse (1993) . i where wit is the expenditure share of the ith good, p,, is its price, and x, is total expenditure. The adding up conditions are given by whereas homogeneity and symmetry are defined, respectively, by
The adding-up conditions imply a singular variance-covariance matrix for the disturbances and this is handled in the conventional manner by deleting the nth equation. If prices and total expenditure are exogenous, (1) is a nonlinear seemingly unrelated regressions model which can be consistently and asymptotically efficiently estimated by maximum likelihood (ML) with or without the restrictions imposed. Estimating the parameter a, has proved troublesome, so that most of those who employ ML have followed Deaton and Muellbauer and have chosen a, a priori. The resultant conditional ML estimator will be inconsistent to the extent that the chosen a, deviates from its true value, but this is typically ignored in the literature; for further discussion of this point, see Buse (1992) .
As noted in the introduction, ML estimation is usually avoided, especially in agricultural economics, in favor of the computationally attractive linearized model. Such a linearization is possible because, apart from a,, all model parameters appear in equation (I) so that if In P, were known, we would have a set of linear equations which would allow recovery of the entire parametric structure with linear methods. Deaton and Muellbauer exploited this linearity when they suggested that if the prices In p,, were highly collinear, then In PI could be taken Amer. J . Agr. Econ.
proportional to the observable Stone price index n (7)
In P,* = C wit In P,,.
I
There is no reason to suppose that proportionality holds exactly, so we take where 5, is a random variable with E(ln5,) = lnt,. If P,* is now used in place of P, in (I), we have the LAIDS model where u, : = u, -P,(ln <t -In t o ) and a: = a, -pi In <p This is a classic errors-in-variables problem with cov(u,;, In P,*) # 0. Neither OLS nor SUR, which are often used to estimate (9), is consistent.' The inconsistency has been recognized by Eales and Unnevehr who observe that there is a simultaneity problem insofar as the shares, w,,, in the Stone index will be correlated with the disturbances, uit, since w,, is a function of u,. Alston, Foster, and Green have also noted the problem and used 3SLS in their Monte Carlo work to circumvent it.
The textbook solution for errors-in-variables is IV estimation, but that solution does not hold here. In order to make this explicit, first solve for In 5, = In Pt-In P,* by using (I) to construct In P,* = C w, In p, and then replace In P, with (2) to obtain 'Although he emphasizes bias, Pashardes comes to the same conclusion by noting that (9) can be written as an omitted vanable problem, namely u,>= a, + 1 g,, In p,, + p,ln (x,/P,*) + P,ln (p,*/p,)+ u,, I am indebted to Chris Nicol for bringing the Pashardes paper to my attention following my presentation of Buse (1992) in Ottawa. Indeed it was the Pashardes paper which prompted me to re-examine my proof of the consistency of the IV estimators I proposed in that paper.
Thus In 5, =f(ln p,, In xJ so that the compound disturbance term in (9), u i = uif-Pi(ln 4, -In eO), will be a function of variables which appear as regressors in the equation to be estimated. If we now choose a set of instrumental variables which are correlated with these regressors, they will of necessity be correlated with the disturbances as well. This correlation of instruments and disturbances will violate the standard orthogonality conditions and the IV estimator will be inconsistent. The extent of the inconsistency can in principle be determined analytically, but the algebra is not straightforward because In 4, is not a linear function of In p, and In x, but involves cross-product and interaction terms as well. For our purposes, it suffices to note that the IV solution will always fail under standard conditions. We should note that this failure applies regardless of whether we take In p , and In x, as exogenous or not. Nor can the problem be finessed by constructing
In P,* with lagged shares as weights, as has been suggested in a different context by Eales and Unnevehr. With lagged shares as weights, In 4, = f(ln pi,, In p ,,,,, In x,-,) and the presence of In p, in In 5, will again lead to the violation of the orthogonality conditions.
There is one other estimation question to be addressed. The standard AIDS price elasticity formulas require estimates of the a; parameters. In (9) the intercept a,*= a; -pi ln 4, cannot be used to construct estimators for a; unless we are willing to specify a prior value for 6,. It turns out that the vector (a,, a , , ..., a,) can readily be estimated from (2) and (3) given that y, and have been estimated in (9). Given 7, and pi we can write (2) as (14) is evaluated using (I), the elasticities for the AIDS model are given by
In the case of LAIDS From the Pashardes paper I discovered that Browning and Meghir proposed an IV estimator that iterated between (8) and (10). They assert that the iterated estimator is consistent but do not provide a proof. Since iteration does not circumvent the problem of misspecification (see footnote 2) I conjecture that the iterated estimator will not be consistent 4The shares, w,, which appear in these equations are, of course, not the observable shares given in (1) but the mean shares E(w,). I have suppressed the expectation operator to keep the notation tidy. Holding to the LAIDS framework would mean choosing (9) to give The elasticities are then given by It turns out, perhaps not surprisingly, the q,,(L,) elasticities are the LAIDS elasticities given by Green and Alston (1990, p. 443) as In their formulation, qij appears on the righthand side of (19a) and the solution for qij comes from a system of simultaneous equations which solves for all the elasticities jointly. The equivalence of the two definitions can be established by using (19) to define qkj + 6kj, substituting in (19a) and observing that (19a) then reproduces (19); that is, the two definitions are internally consistent.
If a In P * / a In p, is viewed as an approximation to a In p / a In then using (I), which is the model we are trying to approximate, may prove to be a better numerical procedure for evaluating (3 In wJa In p,) in (17). This choice gives and the corresponding elasticities as
We can note that if Ckp, In p = 0, then qij(Ll) = V,~(L,) and this will hold for at least one sample point if prices are normalized at p, = I (k = I, ..., n) for one time period. Furthermore, when pk = I, CkYk, In p, = 0, and q,,(LI) = qij(L,) are also equal to which is an alternative definition for LAIDS elasticities found in the literature (Goddard) and numerically evaluated by Green and Alston. This variant can also be obtained from (17) by taking d In P *Id In P = w,,and can be considered the most intuitively natural definit i~n .~ There is one other possibility. At unit prices, ln P = a, and ln P* = 0, so that at the mean in (8) In 4, = a,, where a, is interpreted as the logarithm of subsistence expenditure at unit prices; see Deaton and Muellbauer (p. 316) . Furthermore, at unit prices (1) can be written as w, = a, + P,ln x -P,a, so that if we choose 5, as the expenditure level in the base period, then In x = In 5 = a,,and w, = a, . An approximation to
Chalfant is most often cited in this context although, as best as I can determine, Goddard was the first to derive q,, (L,) . Another variant of the elasticities is obtained by taking 0,= 0 (homotheticity) so that q,,(L,) = -6,, + (y,/w,) . but this is likely to be of limited relevance as there is little empirical justification for imposing homotheticity.
(15) can then be constructed by replacing a, with wi to give the elasticity Alternatively, qij(A,) can also be viewed as a truncated version of qij(Ll) and qij(L,) in which all expressions in the last term of (18) and (21) other than (Pi /wi)(wj + C y,, In p j ) have been omitted. Inasmuch as q,(~,) is predicated on unit prices, it would not be appropriate to use qij(A,) when prices are not normalized, as is the case in some empirical ~t u d i e s .~ Whether or not one chooses to treat any one of these elasticities as correct is a matter of perspective. If the LAIDS model is viewed as the data generating process, it is indeed the case that qij(Ll) would give the correct elasticities. But LAIDS is not an integrable demand system and is almost invariably viewed as an approximation procedure designed to circumvent problems of convergence in estimating the AIDS model. Indeed, we have not found a single case in the literature in which the LAIDS specification was taken as the analytical model for the consumer's choice problem. By definition any approximation procedure will induce errors, apart from the inconsistency already noted, and we cannot a priori define any one procedure as correct. What we must do is choose among the alternatives on the basis of their ability to approximate the true values of the parameters of interest. Their characterization of q,(L1) as the correct elasticity notwithstanding, Green and Alston take this position when they evaluate how close the different elasticity formulas come to those obtained from (conditional) maximum likelihood estimation of the AIDS model using the Blanciforti, Green, and King data.
My survey of the empirical literature has allowed me to cull some evidence on common practice with respect to elasticity calculations. Many studies fail to specify the elasticity formula, but from those which did I obtained the following frequency of use of price elasticities (in decreasing order of frequency): ( a )
The elasticity definitions glven in Murfin also allow one to write (15) as q,,(A) = -6, + (x,/w,) -(P,/w,)[w, -P,ln(x/P)]. By substituting the Stone index P* for P , we have another operational AIDS elasticity estimator which finesses the problem of estimating the a,.Unfortunately, such a possibility came to my attention after the Monte Carlo work was completed
These numbers are, presumably, no surprise to those active in this area, but it is worth noting that the Green and Alston elasticities have made an appearance in the literature. Green and Alston (1991) argue that the conventional AIDS income elasticity is also invalid in the LAIDS model. Arguments (Buse 1993) analogous to those made in deriving the price elasticities give two alternative income elasticities
The first is equivalent to the income elasticity proposed by Green and Alston. Again there is no basis for a prior claim that either (25) or (26) is the correct LAIDS income elasticity. The question remains empirical rather than analytical.
The relative merits of the elasticity formulas will be explored in depth in my Monte Carlo experiments. Before I do so, I need to digress briefly to examine the illustrative calculations of uncompensated own-price elasticities presented by Green and Alston (1990) . I have attempted to replicate their results but have not been entirely successful, although the numerical differences in our respective estimates were small, differing typically only in the third decimal place. In the course of this replication exercise I discovered three features of the Green and Alston computations that require correction. First, the MLIAIDS elasticities recorded in the first row of their table 1 are based on thirty-one observations for the period 1948-78, whereas the LAIDS elasticities were calculated for 1947-78 (thirty-two observations). Second, Green and Alston did not follow conventional practice and normalize all the price indices at unity, but used the original series with a base of 100 in 1972. Third, in computing LAIDS elas- 'This figure replaces the incorrect value of -0.810 given in Green and Alston (1990, (9) above. The implications of these points for the Green and Alston elasticities are recorded in table 1. The first row gives the AIDS ML elasticities for the complete period 1947-78 with Green and Alston's 1948-78 elasticities immediately below for comparison. The differences are modest, but the full-sample estimates do provide the correct benchmark for the LAIDS elasticities reported by them. More important, both sets of AIDS ML elasticities were derived from estimates made with prices normalized at unity in 1972; the reported Green and Alston ML elasticities are those given in Blanciforti, Green, and King (p. 36 ). The LAIDS model should therefore be estimated under this normalization, as the estimated intercepts, &: in (9), depend on the choice of normalization. Reestimaiion is not required since the intercepts under unit n~rmalization can be recovered by subtracting Pi In 100 from Green and Alston's &: . When this is done, the LAIDS elasticities denoted by qi,(A*) change dramatically; compare the third and fourth row of table 1. Indeed, with two positive own-price elasticities, the corrected elasticities deviate from the benchmark ML elasticities by even greater amounts than recorded in Green and Alston. This appears to add even greater force to Green and Alston's warning about the deficiencies of using the AIDS formula (15) in the LAIDS context.
That warning is, however, misplaced. In making the calculations above, I have followed Green and Alston and substituted 6; into (15) rather than use an estimate of a,as specified in the definition of the qij(A) elasticity. Since a; = a, -PI In t o , it is immediately apparent that using a,*will generate systematically biased estimates of the elasticities (over and above the inconsistency problem discussed earlier). The direction of the bias is readily determined on noting that qij (A*) = qij (A) + (PiP,ln &w,) so that on taking In 5 = a, > 0 we have gi(A*) = qii(A) for i = j. This accounts for the observed positive own-price elasticities discussed in the prev.vus ~a r a g r a p h . Fulponi, Haden, and Mergos; and Donatos all give q,,(A) as the elasticity formula but estimate the LAIDS model. None of them Indicate that any adjustments were made to the estimated intercepts in order to obtain the a, needed for q,,(A). We have to assume that the incorrect a,*were used, generating a corresponding error in the reported elasticities mates, which I was unable to replicate. I have re-estimated the model for the period 1948-78, using both SUR and 3SLS, and calculated all elasticities including qi,(Ao) and qij(L,) newly developed here. Relative to the ML estimates, the results indicate that an investigator would not go seriously astray using qii(A) or any one of qii(L,), j = 1, 2, 3. However, the best results are obtained with qij(A), whereas qi,(A *), using the incorrect intercept estimates, is simply disastrous.
Monte Carlo Design Space limitations preclude a detailed account of the Monte Carlo design and the results. What follows in the next two sections is, therefore, an overview and summary, with full detail available in Buse (1993) . A number of considerations, both theoretical and empirical, played a role in the Monte Carlo design. At the theoretical level, I wanted to choose a structure that satisfied the regularity conditions for a demand system. At thekmpirical level, I wanted to use data generating processes which captured some of the characteristics of actual data sets and which generated elasticities comparable in magnitude to those that might be observed in a typical demand study. ~h e s e objectives were pursued using a four-equation system of demand equations, as this is the system size most often estimated.
Imposing adding up, homogeneity, and symmetry is relatively straightforward and in everything which follows, including the estimation in the next section, these restrictions have been imposed. In the AIDS model, negativity (negative semi-definiteness of the slutsky substitution matrix) cannot be imposed globally, so I imposed it at a particular reference point, namely at unit prices. The analysis starts with the elasticity form of the Slutsky equation where sil is the matrix of substitution terms. Following Deaton and Muellbauer's (p. 316) suggestion, we work with s; = pipI sl,/x, SO that (27) becomes where s,; is defined by
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The AIDS cost function is given by so that on choosing U = 1 and Po= 1 we have, at unit prices, that In (xlP) = 1. Specifying Pi, w,, and xj would then allow us to determine s;
and qij. I did not proceed in this fashion, however, but specified st first in order to ensure negative semidefiniteness, and then determined ~~residually,
given the chosen vectors B 0.1, -0.1, -0.2) and w = (0.35, 0.2, 0.2, 0.25). Two substitution matrices were specified, one with a pair of complementary goods and the other with a pair of independent goods. The absolute value of the substitution effects were generally larger in the "complementary goods" matrix. The vector of income elasticities was set at q, = (1.57, 1.5, 0.5, 0.2) and (28) was then used to determine two matrices of uncompensated price elasticities. In the independent goods case the own-price elasticities varied between -0.290 and -0.836 and the cross-price elasticities ranged from -0.393 to 0.160. For the complementary case own-price elasticities varied from -0.490 to -1.100 and cross-price elasticities between -0.450 and 0.320. The parametric structure was completed by taking or, = 1 and using the share equation at unit prices, wi = a, + pi, to determine a = (0.15, 0.1, 0.3,
0.45).
Log prices were generated by AR(1) processes with means and variances comparable to those found in the literature. The degree of collinearity among prices was determined by the covariances of the white noise across the AR(1) processes. Two polar cases of collinearity were specified: no collinearity and high collinearity. The correlation structure for log prices in the high collinearity case was as follows: r,, = 0.99, r,, = r,, = 0.98, r,, = r,, = r,, = 0.97. Correlations of this order of magnitude are common, and such a specification will provide a check on Deaton and Muellbauer's claim that high collinearity between prices will make the Stone price index a good approximation to In P,.
To complete the data set, the process generating the total expenditure variable must be specified. Given that In x, = In P, + UP, exp (CP,ln p,,), In (x,/P,) was generated by setting Po= 1 and letting with v, -N(0, 0.0001). This specification introduces variation in utility that might realistically be expected in a time series context. I generated 201 observations on prices and utility. The first 80 observations were deleted to make the prices in the autoregressive structure independent of starting conditions. The remaining 121 observations were used to construct sample sizes of 30, 60, and 120, the extra observation being used up in the creation of lagged instruments. Observed shares were then generated by adding the disturbances to the systematic component. The disturbances vector was taken as u -N(0, x).Two variance-covariance structures were specified to determine what effect increasing disturbance variance had on the properties of the estimators and elasticities. Recall from (10) that the variance of the measurement error in In e*is directly proportional to the variance of u,,, so that by increasing the variances, the size of the inconsistency of the estimator should increase. The first set of variances was chosen to generate goodness-offit statistics in the individual equations corresponding to those commonly observed in the literature. Thus, with one exception, at least two of the three R2's in each experiment were greater than 0.70 and overall more than half of them were greater than 0.90. The R2 statistics were generated with cross equation correlations of r,2 = 0.5, r,, = 0.6, and r2, = 0.7. These correlations were maintained in the high variance experiment and under these conditions all the R2's, with two exceptions, were less than 0.4.
With two substitution matrices, two price specifications (correlated and uncorrelated), three sample sizes (30, 60, 120) , and two disturbance variance-covariance matrices (small and large variances), there were a total of twenty-four experiments. Each of these structures were also estimated by SUR and 3SLS so that a total of forty-eight experiments were executed. The number of replications was taken to be one thousand. All estimation and computation was done with TSP 4.2.
It is necessary to define the criteria which will be used to evaluate the Monte Carlo output. The system has a very large number of parameters and it would not be instructive to present the conventional bias and mean square error for each coefficient or elasticity. s o m e Thus, the trace MSE will give the usual combination of variance and bias in assessing performance. These criteria will be applied to the parameter vector 8 = (a, p, y) of the AIDS model, as well as to the various elasticities which are functions of these parameters.
A final point needs to be made about the true elasticities which were used in the evaluations. Because the elasticities are to be evaluated at the sample means, we need corresponding population mean values. In particular we need Means of the log prices are given by the autoregressive structure and E[ln (xlP)] = E(U)E[exp(C P, In p,)], where the stochastic component of U and log prices are known to be independent. E(U) = 1 from (28), but in order to evaluate E[exp(C P, ln p,)] = ~( 1 7~; ' we ) must invoke Theorem 2.4 (Aitchison and Brown, p. 12) on the distribution of products of lognormal variables. The analytical convenience of log-normality should be apparent. Analytical evaluation of expressions such as E(ln p,) and ~( n~f '
) under normality of prices is not feasible. Of course, log-normality also guarantees positive prices.
Results
Although I indicated earlier that a detailed presentation of sampling means and variances for individual coefficients would be impractical, I "verage correlation (squared) between P, and P,* across 1,000 replications.
Aggregate bias and trace MSE for P and y coefficients.
'Aggregate bias and trace MSE for a coefficients.
All elastic~ties evaluated at sample means.
begin the presentation of the results by examining in detail one experiment. This will serve as an illustration to give some feel for the order of magnitude of the numbers. Table 2 gives the means and standard deviations of the sampling distribution of the SUR and 3SLS estimators for the independent goods case with highly correlated prices and good equation fit. Under these conditions In P,* is a good approximation to In P, and the squared correlation between the two variables, R?, is greater than 0.99 at all sample sizes. Because the P, and y, are estimated first, followed by a separate regression for the a,, two aggregate bias and trace MSE values are recorded. Examining the individual piand y,,, we note that on balance the bias of the piis, in percentage terms, less than that of the xi;compare, for example, the values of P, and y,, at T = 120 in both SUR and 3SLS. Note also that the bias does not shrink as T increases, as it would for a consistent estimator. Relative to the p and y values, the a,are very poorly estimated, all coefficients being off by a factor of at least two.
The aggregate implications of these patterns are found in the summary statistics AB and TM. The 3SLS estimates show uniformly smaller aggregate biases than do the SUR estimates, whereas the trace MSE is uniformly very much larger in 3SLS. There is no obvious reason for the biases of the 3SLS estimates to be less than SUR, but one might conjecture that the IV ef- 
fect for 3SLS might reduce the correlation between regressors and disturbances even though the instruments are not fully orthogonal to the disturbances. That the trace MSE error is everywhere larger for 3SLS is a direct consequence of the fact that, by construction, the 3SLS variances will be larger than the SUR variances. What is, perhaps, surprising is the factor of ten in the order of magnitude of the differences in SUR and 3SLS trace MSE for the P and y coefficients. This suggests that the modest advantage in bias of the 3SLS estimator is more than offset by its larger variance, so that on balance one would not be inclined to estimate the LAIDS model by 3SLS. The means and standard deviations of the income and uncompensated own-price elasticities that are generated by these parameter estimates are available in Buse (1993) and I record only the salient points here. The elasticities are nonlinear functions of the parameters and inconsistency of the parameter estimators would in general carry over to the nonlinear functions. The means of the sampling distributions of the ownprice elasticities are surprisingly close to the true values, the proportionate errors of the elasticities typically being much smaller than those 2 , the 3SLS estimates produce smaller biases but any gains relative to SUR are offset by the very large sampling variances. The regularities we have noted apply almost without exception to the remaining experiments and these will therefore be discussed using aggregate bias and trace MSE only. Alston, Foster, and Green have conducted a Monte Carlo investigation on price elasticity formulas using both SUR and 3SLS. They found no substantive differences between the two estimators. Later I will offer some conjectures as to why my conclusions differ from theirs. The biases of the income elasticities for some goods were found to be substantial at T = 30 and 60 but were quite small at T = 120 for all goods. The differences in the means of the three elasticities q,(A), q,(L,) and q,(L,) were, however, very small. Tables 3 and 4 record the aggregate bias and in cer-elasticity formulas in table 4 , we obtain the foltain cases and this shows up in the row sums of lowing rankings: the "poor" fit specification, in which both elasticities capture-first-place ranking once. When the row sums are added across the two fit specifications we obtain the following rankings on total aggregate bias and trace MSE:
The performance of the income elasticities was also evaluated.
The rankings, on both aggregate bias and trace MSE, were ( 1 ) Apart from the transposition of q(Ao)and q(L3) (L,) . Details are given in Buse (1993) .
in the first and third position under AB, these 792 N o v e m b e r 1 9 9 4 rankings are identical to those observed in table 3. Furthermore, as in table 3, the aggregate statistics show that the elasticity formulas fall into two groups, with the two LAIDS elasticities, q(L,)and q(L,),being the unambiguously inferior group.
These rankings do not correspond to those obtained by Foster, Green, and Alston in their Monte Carlo study. They ranked q(L,)marginally ahead of 77(L3), whereas my results lead to the unambiguous conclusion that q(L1) is inferior. Their Monte Carlo design differed from mine in that their prices were normal and not autocorrelated, the utility level was held constant, and the negativity restriction was not used. Anv one of these conditions could account for the differences in results, but I am inclined to believe that the principal reason for the divergence in rankings is the manner in which Foster, Green, and Alston calculated E(wi). They used the actual sample median prices to determine E(wi) rather than using appropriate population values. I believe my procedure is the correct one.
To conclude my discussion of tables 3 and 4, two broad patterns should be noted. First, the trace MSE increases with increased disturbance variance, as it should, but there is also some tendency for the bias to increase as well. This is consistent with my analytical discussion, where I established that variance of the log measurement error, c,, increases with increased variances of the disturbances [see (lo)]. The larger variance in the measurement error will induce larger inconsistency in the estimator, which shows up in the bias statistic. The second regularity is the tendency of both bias and MSE to decline as we move to high collinearity in the data; the exception is the poor fit specification in table 4. This regularity appears to support the Deaton and Muellbauer conjecture that high price collinearity will lead to a good approximation of In P , by In <* and hence good estimates. Curiously, this regularity is not dependent on a high R2 between In P, and In <* . In table 3, the average correlation between P, and P,* is greater than 0.99 for all experiments, whereas in table 4 the highest correlation is 0.7294.Yet in table 4, there is a well-defined improvement in the AB and TM measures as one moves from zero to high collinearity. It would appear that the role of collinearity is important, but the mechanism which generates this role remains obscure. We should note that the role of the substitution matrix land hence via (29)the yparameter] appears to be more Amer. J . Agr. Econ.
important than the disturbance variances in determining the correlation between P , and P,* .
There are only very small decreases in this correlation as the variance goes from low to high, but there is a very large decrease in the correlation as we move from the independent good to the complementary goods specification of the substitution matrix.
Conclusions
I set out to explore two issues: the properties of some LAIDS estimators and the associated elasticities. Given the pre-eminence of SUR as an estimator of the LAIDS model, it is something of a surprise to find that its small-sample performance has never been investigated in this context. The commonly expressed view that SUR is consistent and asymptotically efficient when iterated to the ML solution has been demonstrated to be false and the inconsistency confirmed by my Monte Carlo study. The results show that this inconsistency is not trivial. Deviations from true parameter values as large as 20% are quite common at samples as large as 120.Although the 3SLS estimator had smaller biases, its use, because of its large sampling variability, is not recommended. For example. if the standard deviations of the sampling distribution of 3SLS were used to test the null 0, = 0 (homotheticity), that null would not be rejected even though it is false, a sample size of 120 notwithstanding. This mistake would not occur if the SUR estimates were used in the test. In light of the inconsistency of both SUR and 3SLS, we must ask whether the LAIDS model should be estimated at all. It is clear that the computational simplicity of linearity can exact a substantial cost. Given the speed and power of the nonlinear algorithms available today, full ML estimation of the complete AIDS model may be a feasible alternative, at least for modest-sized systems. I plan to explore the properties of both the ML estimator and the iterated Browning-Meghir estimator in another paper.
The results on elasticities are, up to a point, unambiguous. Income elasticities constructed specifically for the LAIDS model are inferior to the conventional formula derived from the nonlinear model. Neither the Green-Alston elasticities nor the alternative, q,](L2), developed in the present paper can b e recommended. Papers such as Lin and Makus; and Carriker, Featherstone , and Schroeder, which have used the Green-Alston elasticities in the belief that they represent an improvement over the conventional methods, are likely to make faulty inferences about the sizes of price elasticities. Of the other methods that I have examined, it is not possible to make a decisive discrimination, the summary statistics being practically identical. Insofar as the most widely used method, qij (L,) ,is marginally the best, there is no compelling reason to change current practice. On the other hand, the results do show conclusively that the conventional AIDS elasticity and the modification qij(A,) proposed in this paper are quite appropriate for use in the LAIDS model. [Received May 1992; final revision received March 1994.1 
